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Abstract
Women addiction phenomenon is more hidden layers and greater dimensions of addiction. Statistics show that the rate of women with addiction problems is growing. In recent years this topic as well as problems arising from it involved many institutions and organizations and across the country, the people and the authorities have faced challenges. This article aims to review the causes and consequences of women’s tendency to drug abuse, to review and explaining the context, background and the main variables involved in addiction trends affecting women. The research method for library studies and taking notes and reading documents. Studies show that women tend to addiction significant relationship with factors such as gender, age, education level, marital status and type of job. Other factors such as the causes of individual, family and community can have a significant impact on the propensity to abuse women. The results showed a reduction of marriage opportunities in addicted girls, family rejection, lack of parental roles, family breakdown, lack of monitoring children’s behavior, inappropriate pattern of behavior, family relationships and reduce the risk of family members to AIDS may be the consequences of women addiction. The results show that this research presents a clear picture of the factors affecting women's tendency to addiction and the consequences of it, can be a major contributor to the growth mechanism of the women drug prevention programs.
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